BOUNCES

Developed and introduced to the motion picture industry by The Rag Place.
This highly versatile fabric is lightweight and waterproof. The white side
provides a soft, even bounce without any hot spot, and the reverse matte
black side can be used for negative fill or masking. Don’t be fooled by
inferior products. TRP Ultrabounce’s‚® robust, nylon, high heat durability
sets the standard for Hollywood, and worldwide applications. Available in
60” (1.52m) width as a raw fabric, or made to order finished rag in any size
for sale, or for rental from a huge variety of stock and custom sizes.
Standard Size Chart
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 6.09m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)

“Gangs of New York”,
30 x 40 Ultrabounce® hung by crane
Cinecitta Studios, Rome, Italy

20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)

Any size available upon request

MUSLIN
Ideal for cycloramas, large painted backings, and ceiling flats, it is
commonly used as a lighting medium. It may be used both for bouncing,
where it gives off a soft light without any hot spot, or as a very soft diffusion
material. Our muslin is offered in “Bleached” and “Unbleached” (natural) and
is available in a variety of seamless widths; 118”, 144”, 240”, 396”, and
474”. (3m, 3.66m, 6.10m,10.06m, 12.04m widths.) as raw fabric, or made to
order finished rag in any size for sale, or for rental from a huge variety of
stock and custom sizes.
For color Muslins, please refer to “Solids & Backings”.

Muslin ceiling and walls, Chrysler commercial
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Standard Size Chart
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 6.09m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)

20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)
Seamless
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 6.09m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)
20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)
30’ X 30’ (9.14m x 9.14m)

Any size available upon request

POLYMUSLIN
Our Medium weight Polymuslin has the look and weight of cotton muslin without the stiffness. This fabric works well for
drops, cycloramas, and butterflies. The polyester fabric will wear well and tolerate high humidity conditions. Available in
118”, 165”, 204”, 240”, made to order in any size for sales or rental from our large stock.

GRIFFLON
Carrying a heavier gauge than other suppliers to insure satisfaction and
durability. Our fiber reinforced black / white Grifflon features a tough, shiny
dual surface, with bright white for brilliant reflected bounce light on one side,
and solid black on the reverse. A clear fiber reinforced Grifflon is also
available. Fabric stocked in 6’, 8’, 12’, 24’, and 40’ widths, custom widths
also available. (1.82m, 2.43m, 3.65m, 7.31m, and 9.14m widths) as a raw
fabric, or made to order finished rag in any size for sale, or for rental from a
huge variety of stock and custom sizes.

“Hi-Lo Country”
High winds near Las Vegas, New Mexico
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Standard Size Chart
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 6.09m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)

20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)

Any size available upon request

WINDBOUNCE
This robust vinyl coated white net is perfect for bouncing light in windy
conditions. With a net like finish that leaves ±60% bounce surface, allowing
wind to pass through without disturbing the lighting. This fabric also cleans
up easy! Available in 62” (157.48cm) raw fabric, or made to order in any size
for sale, or rental from our large stock.
Standard Size Chart
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 6.09m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)

20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)

Any size available upon request

WHITE BLACKOUT
Yes, this sounds like a contradiction in terms. However, this bounce material is opaque and may also be used for
“blacking out”. This economical, coated material is offered in 54” wide (1.37m) and provides a soft, even bounce. Made to
order finished rag in any size for sale, or for rental from a huge variety of stock and custom sizes.
Standard Size Chart
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
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8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 6.09m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)

20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)

Any size available upon request
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